We address the problem of finding the locations of all instances of a string P in a text T , where preprocessing of T is allowed in order to facilitate the queries. Previous data structures for this problem include the suffix tree, the suffix array, and the compact DAWG. We modify a data structure called a sequence tree, which was proposed by Coffman and Eve for hashing [1] , and adapt it to the new problem. We can then produce a list of k occurrences of any string P in T in O(||P || + k) time. Because of properties shared by suffixes of a text that are not shared by arbitrary hash keys, we can build the structure in O(||T ||) time, which is much faster than Coffman and Eve's algorithm. These bounds are as good as those for the suffix tree, suffix array, and the compact DAWG. The advantages are the elementary nature of some of the algorithms for constructing and using the data structure and the asymptotic bounds we can give for updating the data structure when the text is edited.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the problem of finding occurrences of a pattern string P in a text T , where preprocessing of T is allowed in order to create a data structure that speeds up the search.
In this paper, we let m denote the length ||P || of P , n denote the length ||T || of T , and k denote the number of positions in T where P occurs as a substring. We assume that the size of the alphabet Σ is fixed.
We describe two data structures, the position heap and the augmented position heap. We gave a primitive version of the position heap in [2] , and some of the results of this paper were sketched in [3] , where we described a structure that is closely related to the augmented position heap, a contracted suffix tree. The position heap and the augmented position heap have helpful combinatorial properties that the contracted suffix tree does not. The position heap of T is unique, while a contracted suffix tree is not. Definition 1.1. Let h(T ) be the length of the longest substring X of T that is repeated at least ||X|| times in T .
A few moment's reflection reveals that h(T ) can be expected to be quite small for most practical applications. The expected value of h(T ) is O(log n) when T is a randomly-generated string. However, since few applications deal with random strings, a more important observation is that long repeated substrings in T have little impact on the value of h(T ) unless they are repeated an inordinate number of times. We discuss properties of h(T ) in greater detail below.
In this paper, we give the following results:
1. We describe the augmented position heap for the first time. The data structure is a trie with n nodes and height O(h(T )). It is augmented with some additional pointers to facilitate queries. 2. As a starting point for algorithms on the augmented position heap we review extremely simple algorithms for constructing the position heap in O(nh(T )) time, and for querying it in O(min(m 2 , mh(T ))) time [2] . Though these worst-case bounds are inferior to bounds we give below, the O(min(m 2 , mh(T ))) bound for the query algorithm is overly pessimistic in practice. For instance, when T is a randomly constructed string and the construction of P does not depend on T , or if P is a randomly constructed string and construction of T does not depend on P , then this simple query algorithm takes O(m + k) expected time. Because of the simplicity of these algorithms and the expectation that h(T ) is usually small in practice, they are probably of practical interest in some contexts, and they are of pedagogical interest, as they can be taught and implemented in undergraduate data structures courses. In [2] , we also gave a more sophisticated O(n) algorithm for constructing the position heap that we generalize to the augmented position heap here. 3. We show how to get an O(n) bound for constructing the augmented position heap and a simple O(m + k) bound for finding the k occurrences of P in T . For the case where the user may wish to have the option to abandon the query unexpectedly after k ′ < k occurrences have been returned, we show how to construct an iterator in O(m) time that then gives occurrences of P in T in left-to-right order of occurrence in O(log k ′ ) time apiece. 4. We show how to adapt the position heap and the dynamic position heap for dynamically changing texts. When a consecutive block of b characters is deleted from T , we show how to update the augumented position heap in O((h(T ) + b)h(T ) log n) amortized time. When a consecutive block of b characters from is inserted to T , yielding text T ′ , we show how to update the augmented position heap in O((h(T ′ )+b)h(T ′ ) log n) amortized time. The operations are based on the sift-up and sift-down operations on standard heaps. The reason for the log n factor and the amortization of the time bound is due to the data structure we use for maintaining the dynamic text, not for updating the augmented position heap. The tradeoff of implementing the position heap to accommodate string edits is that searches take O(m log n + k) amortized time, rather than O(m + k) time.
Previous data structures for this problem include the suffix tree [4] , the compact directed acyclic word graph (compact DAWG) [5] , and the suffix array [6] . The first two approaches take O(n) time to build the data structure, and O(m + k) time to find the k positions where the pattern string occurs.
The suffix array can be constructed in O(n) time, and takes O(m+log n) time to produce a pointer to a list of occurrences of P in T . A slightly slower approach takes O(m log n) time, and this approach is of practical interest because of its simplicity. When the text has low entropy, the FM-index scheme allows searching on a version of the text that is compressed with the Burrows-Wheeler transform [7] with no significant slowdown in the query time [8] .
The biggest disadvantage of our structure when compared with suffix arrays is its larger space requirement. Like the suffix tree and the compact DAWG, and unlike the suffix array, our bounds must be increased by a log |Σ| factor when the size of the alphabet, Σ, is introduced as a variable. This factor comes from the time required to find the child of a node on the child edge labeled by a given letter of Σ. This can be improved to O(1) expected time with a hash table that returns the child, given a hash key consisting of the parent and a letter. This is nevertheless also a disadvantage when compared to suffix arrays.
There has been previous work on updating indexing structures when the text is edited. The generalized suffix tree allows a search for a pattern string in a collection of texts. In [9] , it is shown that it is possible to implement it to allow insertion and removal of any text X in the collection in O(||X||) time, and in [8] , it is shown how to do this on a collection of Burrows-Wheeler compressed texts in near-linear time. However, X must be inserted or removed in its entirety and arbitrary edits on X are not supported.
The results most comparable to ours have been given recently by Salson et. al. [10, 11] . They have given an approach that takes O(n) worst-case time to modify the Burrows-Wheeler transform and the suffix array after an arbitrary edit operation on T [10, 11] . Though, in the worst case, this is as bad as the cost of discarding the suffix array and rebuilding it from the beginning, they argue that their approach is much more efficient in practice, and support this with empirical studies on benchmarks.
Note that h(T ) is also Θ(n) in the worst case, such as when T = a n b. However, our bounds are stronger than O(n) because we can always rebuild the data structure from scratch in O(n) time if O((h(T ) + b)h(T ) log n) exceeds this cost, and it characterizes analytically the relationship between the running time and an easily-understood property of the text.
Salson et. al. identify a n b as a text that requires Θ(n) time for their algo-rithm also. However, the performance of their algorithms can suffer greatly from a single repetition of a large string in T . An illustration of this phenomenon is where W is a string on Σ, $ is a special character they append to T that is less than any letter in Σ in lexical order, and T is the concatenation W W $. Suppose # is a character that is larger than any character in Σ in lexical order. Let T ′ = W W #$. Then Θ(n) changes to the suffix array of T are required to obtain the suffix array of T ′ . By contrast, h(T ) = O(h(W )) in this case, it takes O((h(W ) + b)h(W ) log n) amortized bound to update our data structure after this same edit operation. This is seen by the following lemma, which gives an overly pessimistic upper bound on h(T ) in terms of h(W ).
Proof: Let X be a string of length h(T ) that occurs h(T ) times in T . For each of these occurrences, either the first ⌈h(T )/2⌉ characters of the occurrence lie in the first occurrence of W , or the last ⌈h(T )/2⌉ characters lie in the second occurrence of W . By the pigeonhole principle, one of these is a string of length ⌈h(T )/2⌉ that occurs ⌈h(T )/2⌉ times in W , giving a lower bound of ⌈h(T )/2⌉ on h(W ). ♦ Implementations of algorithms and data structures given in this paper can be found at www.cs.colostate.edu/PositionHeaps.
Preliminaries
Let λ be the null string. If X = x 1 x 2 ...x j is a string, we let ||X|| denote the length j of X. The reverse of X is the string
For reasons that will become clear shortly, we adopt the convention of numbering the positions of the text T from right to left, so T = t n t n−1 ...t 1 . Let T i denote the suffix t i t i−1 . . . t 1 beginning at position i. Let us distinguish a substring P = p 1 p 2 ...p m of a T from an instance i of P in T , where P = t i t i−1 ...t i−m+1 . The null substring, λ, is considered to occur at every position.
If X and Y are strings, we denote their concatenation by XY . If X is a prefix of P , we let P −X denote the suffix of P consisting of the last ||P ||−||X|| letters of P . If X is a suffix of P , we let P \ X denote the prefix of P consisting of the first ||P || − ||X|| letters of P . Definition 2.1. A rooted tree has the heap property if each node carries a label from an ordered set, such as the integers, and, for every internal node X, the labels of the children of X are greater than the label of X.
Definition 2.2.
A trie on alphabet Σ denotes a rooted tree T with the following properties:
1. Each edge is labeled with a character; 2. For each node u and letter b ∈ Σ, there is at most one edge with label b from u to a child of u. . abbaa Figure 1 : The sequence hash tree of a sequence of strings. We refer to each node by the string of letter labels on the path from the root to the node. For example, the node labeled 6 can be thought of as synonymous with the string ab. Each string in the sequence is installed at a new node that is the shortest prefix of the string that isn't already a node of the sequence hash tree. These prefixes are underlined. For example, when string 9 is inserted, its prefix abb is already a node of the tree, but its prefix abba is not, so a pointer to string 9 is inserted at a new node, abba.
Given a trie, let us say that the label of a path from the root to a node u is the string given by the sequence X of characters that occur on edges of the path. This is the path label of u. Because of the second property, the path label uniquely identifies u. We therefore adopt the convention of treating the node and its path label as interchangeable objects. For example, we may consider whether a string X is a node of the trie, or whether one node is a substring of another. Note that one node is a prefix of another if and only if it is an ancestor in the trie.
A basic operation on a trie takes an input string P = p 1 p 2 ...p m and finds the largest prefix P ′ of P that is a node of the trie. Since |Σ| is fixed, this is easily accomplished in O(||P ′ ||) time by starting at the root and iteratively taking edges labeled with the sequence of letters from P , until P is exhausted or a node is encountered that doesn't have a child on the next letter of P . Let us call this operation indexing into the trie.
Sequence Hash Trees
A data structure of Coffman and Eve [1] , called a sequence hash tree, was designed for the problem of implementing hash tables (dictionaries) whose keys are strings. It consists of a trie for indexing into the table. The structure of the tree depends on the order in which the strings are inserted. We describe a minor variant that is easier to adapt to our substring matching problem, below.
Let S = (S 1 , S 2 , . . . S n ) be a given ordering of the strings. Without loss of generality for our purposes, we may assume that no string in S is a prefix of any other. The trie H n that they construct is defined by induction, as follows. If i = 1, the trie H 1 is just a root node with a pointer to S 1 . If i > 1, then H i is obtained from H i−1 by finding the shortest prefix Xb of S i that is not already a node of the trie. A new node Xb is added as the child of node X on edge labeled b, and a pointer is installed from it to S i . Indexing into the heap on T i identifies the longest prefix (ba) of T i that is already a node Y of the heap. The shortest prefix of T i that is not already a node of the heap (baa) is inserted as a child of Y and labeled with position i. Figure 1 gives an example. Coffman and Eve's paper has received little attention since it was published in 1970, due, in no doubt, to the existence of superior ways of implementing a hash table. In the present paper, we show that this data structure is much richer when considered in the context of the new problem. The structure of the set of suffixes of a text T allows us to derive interesting and algorithmically useful properties that do not apply in the general case addressed by Coffman and Eve. In particular, we show that it has height at most h(T ), and show that if the suffixes are inserted in ascending order of length, it is now possible to build the data structure in time that is linear in n = ||T ||, that is, in O(1) time, amortized, per hash key. We show how the tree can be augmented with maximal-reach pointers so that finding all k entries that have P as a prefix takes O(m + k) worst-case time, independently of the height of the tree.
The Position Heap
Up until the last two sections of this paper, we assume that T is static. We can therefore suppose that T and P are stored in character arrays, which supports lookup of the character in a given position i in O(1) time.
Definition 4.1. The position heap H(T ) of a text T is obtained by iteratively inserting the suffixes (T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n ) of T , in ascending order of length, into Coffman and Eve's data structure using their insertion operation. That is, T i is inserted by creating a new node that is the shortest prefix of T i that is not already a node of the tree, and labeling it with position i.
Let us call the algorithm implied by this constructive definition the naive construction algorithm. Figure 2 gives an illustration. Coffman and Eve assume that each inserted string ends with a special character $, because one must ensure that no inserted string is already a node of the tree when it is inserted. The use of a special character to accomplish this is unnecessary in our context, since each string T i is longer than any string inserted before it, and each node previously inserted is a prefix of some T j for j < i.
The construction can be executed for any text T , and, since it is deterministic, the position heap H(T ) for a text is unique. The algorithm is simple enough to be taught and programmed in undergraduate data structures classes.
A time bound for constructing the position heap
We now give a time bound for using the above constructive definition of the position heap as an algorithm. We improve the time bound to O(n) below, at the expense of adding elements to the data structure. Proof: Let X = x j x j−1 . . . x 1 be a deepest leaf of the tree. Let X i denote the prefix x i x i−1 . . . x i of X. For each i from 1 through j, X i occurs at least i times in T because it has at least i descendants, {X i , X i−1 , . . . X 1 }, and each of these contains an occurrence of a substring of which X i is a prefix. Therefore, X ⌈j/2⌉ has length ⌊j/2⌋ and occurs at least ⌈j/2⌉ times in T . It must be that ⌊j/2⌋ is a lower bound on h(T ), so the height j is bounded by 2h(T ) + 1. ♦ 
Proof:
Indexing into the heap to find the parent of the new node to be inserted for position i takes time that is bounded by the height of the heap, 
The Naive Query Algorithm
We now give a time bound for querying the position heap. We improve the time bound below, at the expense of adding elements to the data structure.
Definition 5.1. The naive query algorithm for finding all occurrences of a pattern string P in T consists of the following steps.
• Index into the position heap to find the longest prefix X of P that is a node of H(T ). For each ancestor X ′ of X (including X), look up the position i stored in X ′ . Position i is an occurrence of X ′ . Determine whether this occurrence is followed by P − X ′ . If it is, report i as an occurrence of P .
• If X = P , also report all positions stored at descendants of X. Figure 3 gives an example. This algorithms is also simple enough to be taught and programmed in undergraduate data structures classes. Figure 3 : The naive query algorithm. To find the occurrences of ba, index in on ba to the node labeled 6. All positions at descendants of this node ({6, 12, 9}) are occurrences of ba. In addition, some ancestors can be occurrences of ba. This is determined by inspection at the positions in ancestors, whereupon it is determined that 3 is also an occurrence. A string such as babbabbab that is not a node of the position heap is handled slightly differently. Index in on the longest prefix that is a node of the string, in this case bab. Only the positions {1, 3, 6, 9} in ancestors of this node can be occurrences. Which ones are occurrences is determined by inspection at these positions, whereupon it is determined that 9 is the only occurrence.
Lemma 5.2. The naive query algorithm is correct.
If X ′ is a prefix of P , then it is an ancestor of X, and i may or may not be an occurrence of P in T , depending on whether the occurrence of X ′ at i is followed by P − X ′ . The test for this condition returns i if and only if it is an occurrence of P .
If P is a prefix of X ′ , then X = P , and since all prefixes of X ′ occur at position i, so does P . This is reported during the traversal of the subtree rooted at P .
If the longest common prefix Y of P and X ′ is neither P nor X ′ , then the occurrence of Y at i is followed by the first letter of X ′ − Y , which is not the first letter of P − Y . Therefore, i is not an occurrence of P . The query does not report i in this case. ♦ Lemma 5.3. The naive query algorithm runs in O(min(m 2 , mh(T )) + k) time.
Proof:
If X is the longest prefix of P that is a node of the heap, it takes O(||X||) time to find X by indexing into the heap on P . For each of the ||X|| + 1 ancestors of X, we must look up the position i stored in the ancestor, and determine in O(m) time whether P occurs at position i. Since ||X|| ≤ m, this gives an O(m 2 ) bound for this step. Since ||X|| is O(h(T )), this also gives an O(mh(T )) bound for this part.
If X = P , that is, if P is a node of the position heap, it also takes O(1) time to return each of the positions in the subtree rooted at X, for a total of O(m 2 + k) and O(mh(T ) + k). ♦ Lemma 5.4. If T is a randomly constructed string and the construction of P does not depend on T , or if P is a randomly constructed string and construction of T does not depend on P , then the naive query algorithm takes O(m + k) expected time, where m and k are as in Lemma 5.3.
The mh(T ) term comes from the fact that at each of O(h(T )) nodes X ′ , we must check whether the occurrence of X ′ at the position i that it stores is followed by P − X. This requires checking whether ||P − X|| letters of P match at ||P − X|| positions of T . The check halts when a mismatch is detected. The probability of any of positions matching is 1/|Σ|, so the expected number of checks before halting is (Σ − 1)/Σ
The Augmented Position Heap
The only obstacle to an O(m + k) worst-case bound for returning the k occurrences of P is the time to check whether P occurs at the positions stored at ancestors of the largest prefix X of P that is a node of the position heap. Definition 6.1. Let i be the position stored at node X in H(T ), and let Y be the largest prefix of T i that is a node of H(T ). The maximal-reach pointer for X is a pointer from node X to node Y . The augmented position heap for T is obtained by labeling each node X of H(T ) with its maximal-reach pointer and X's discovery and finishing time in a depth-first traversal of H(T ) [12] . We also associate with the heap an array N[] such that N[i] contains a pointer to the node of the heap that contains position i. Let H ′ (T ) denote the augmented position heap. Figure 4 gives an example. The N[] array and the discovery and finishing times are omitted. The maximal-reach pointers are depicted with dashed arrows. For example, the maximal-reach pointer from the node bb labeled 4 points to the node bba labeled 7, since bba is the longest substring beginning at position 4 that is a node of the position heap.
A naive algorithm for obtaining the augmented position heap is obtained as follows.
Create the position heap for T . The pointers can be installed in N[] and the discovery and finishing times can be assigned to nodes of the heap during a depth-first traversal of T . Then for each suffix T i of T , index as far as possible into H(T ) on T i to find the the maximal node Y that is a prefix of T i . Install a maximal-reach pointer to Y from the node X pointed to by N[i].
Queries in O(m + k) time
It is well-known that node x of a rooted tree is an ancestor of node y if and only if the discovery time of x is less than the discovery time of y and the finishing time of x is larger than the finishing time of y [12] . This gives the following: Lemma 6.2. Given pointers to two nodes X and Y of H ′ (T ), it takes O(1) time to determine whether X is an ancestor of Y . Lemma 6.3. Given a pointer to a node X of H ′ (T ) and a position i, it takes O(1) time to determine whether i is an occurrence of string X in T .
Proof: It takes O(1) time to find the node Y that contains i using N[]. By Lemma 6.2, it takes O(1) time to determine whether Y is a descendant of X. If so, then since i is an occurrence of Y and X is a prefix of Y , i is an occurrence of X.
If not, it takes O(1) time to determine whether Y is an ancestor of X, by Lemma 6.2. If it is, then let Z be the node pointed to by the maximal-reach pointer of Y . Position i is an occurrence of X if and only if X is a prefix of T i . Z is the maximal prefix of T i that is a node of the heap. Therefore, X occurs at position i if and only if it is a (not-necessarily proper) prefix of Z, that is, if and only if Z is a descendant of X. This takes O(1) time to determine, by Lemma 6.2. ♦ For example, in Figure 4 , given a pointer to the node ba (the one labeled 6), we can tell that 12 is a descendant by looking in N [12] to find a pointer to its node baa, and using the discovery and finishing times of ba and baa to determine that baa is a descendant. Therefore, it is an occurrence. We can tell that 3 is an occurrence by looking in N[3] to find its node b, using the discovery/finishing times to find that it is an ancestor of node ab, using its maximal-reach pointer to find the node bab, and using the discovery/finishing times of ba and bab to determine that bab is a descendant of ba. We can tell that 1 is not an occurrence, because its maximal-reach pointer doesn't point to a descendant of ba. Corollary 6.4. Let Xc be a string such that X is a node of the tree and Xc is not. Given a pointer to X and a position j, it takes O(1) time to determine whether j is an occurrence of Xc.
Proof:
By Lemma 6.3, it takes O(1) time to determine whether j is an occurrence of X. If it is, then it is an occurrence of Xc if c occurs at position j − ||X||, which takes O(1) time to check when T is stored in an array. ♦ Before giving pseudocode for the linear-time query algorithm, we illustrate the main ideas in Figure 4 . There are two cases: Case 1, where the search string is a node of the position heap, and Case 2, where it is not. Case 1 is illustrated by ba, which is the node labeled 6. By Lemma 6.3, we can now check in O(1) time apiece which of the positions {1, 3} at proper ancestors are occurrences of ba. Only 3 is; its node is the only proper ancestor with a maximal-reach pointer into ba's subtree. That is O(m) time so far. In addition, we report the labels of descendants {6, 12, 9} in O(1) time apiece, as before, in O(k) time, for a total of O(m + k) time.
Case 2 is illustrated by babbabbab, which is not a node of the heap. Our strategy is to partition the string into segments babb, abba, and b, which can be handled efficiently by Corollary 6.4 and Lemma 6.3. We use the corollary to find the occurrences of babb, discard those that are not followed by abba. This gives the occurrences of babbabba. We then use the lemma to discard from these occurrences those that are not followed by b.
To apply the corollary, we want all the segments except the last to be of the form Xc, where X is a node of the tree and Xc is not. The first such segment is babb. This is our current substring. As in the naive query algorithm, only ancestors of X = bab can be positions of babb. These are labeled {1, 3, 6, 9}. By Corollary 6.4, we can determine which are occurrences of the current substring babb in O(1) time apiece, for a total of O(||Xc||) time. This leaves positions {6, 9}. The string babb becomes the finished prefix, its positions {6, 9} are known, and the rest of the query string, abbab is the remaining suffix.
We now look for the prefix of the remaining suffix abbab of the form Xc, where X is a node of the heap and Xc is not. This is abba. We want to find which occurrences of Xc follow occurrences of the finished prefix babb. To do this, we subtract the length of the finished prefix from each of the positions of the finished prefix and determine in O(1) time whether it is an occurrence of Xc, by Corollary 6.4. In the example, subtracting ||babb|| = 4 from 9 gives 5, and we determine that 5 is an occurrence of abba. Therefore, 9 is an occurrence of babbabba. Subtracting 4 from 6 gives 2, and we determine that 2 is not an occurrence of abba. Therefore, of the initial possible positions of the search string, {6, 9}, only 9 survives the test. The finished prefix is now babbabba, the positions where it occurs are known to be {9}, and the remaining suffix is b.
When the remaining suffix is short enough to be a node of the tree, let us denote it Y . (In the example, Y = b.) We subtract the length of the finished prefix from each of its occurrences ({9} for this example), and check whether each of these positions ({1} in this example) is an occurrence of Y , using Lemma 6.3. Since position 1 is an occurrence of Y = b, position 9 is an occurrence of the original search string.
Generalizing from these examples, we get the algorithm of Table 1 .
Lemma 6.5. The linear query algorithm is correct.
Proof: For Case 1, the procedure is the same as the naive algorithm, except that at each ancestor X ′ of P , we determine whether i is an occurrence of P in Table 1 : The linear query algorithm for use with the augmented position heap • Case 1: P is a node of H ′ (T ). This is detected by indexing into H ′ (T ) on P , and gives node P . For each proper ancestor X ′ of P , look up the position i stored at X ′ , and determine whether it is an occurrence of P .
In addition, report all positions recorded in the subtree rooted at P . For Case 2, let (P 1 P 2 , . . . , P l ) be the values taken on by CurrentSubstring, and let (I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I l ) be the values taken on by I.
To find the i th value P i of CurrentSubstring, index as far as possible on RemainingSuf f ix into H ′ (T ), yielding node X i , and let b be the next character of RemainingSuf f ix following prefix X. P i = X i b. Over all iterations, this takes time proportional to l i=1 ||P i || = O(||P ||). For 2 ≤ i ≤ l, and each j ∈ I i−1 , it takes O(1) time to determine whether the instance of F inishedP ref ix at position j is followed by X i ; this is determined by finding whether j − ||F inishedP ref ix|| is an occurrence of X i , using Lemma 6.3. It then takes O(1) time to determine whether this occurrence of X i is followed by an occurrence of b at position j − ||F inishedP ref ix|| − ||X i ||. This determines whether the occurrence of F inishedP ref ix at position j is followed by X i b = P i . Therefore, it takes O(1) time to determine, for each element of I i−1 , whether it remains in i.
By the naive algorithm, each P i has O(||P i ||) occurrences, because P i is not a node of the tree, hence its occurrences can only be recorded in ancestors (prefixes) of X i . Therefore,
Returning positions one-by-one in left-to-right order
It is sometimes claimed that the suffix array returns all k occurrences of P in O(m + log n) time, even though k can be superlinear in this bound. The reason is that it gives a pointer to a list of the positions. This time bound captures the fact that if the user wants to examine the first k ′ positions, this takes O(k ′ ) rather than Θ(k) time. One way to view this is that it returns an iterator in O(m + log n) time that then takes O(1) time per position to return the positions.
The position heap can be implemented to have this property also, using a depth-first search that maintains a stack of active calls that have not yet made a recursive call on their last child. One use of such an iterator, however, is to examine the first k ′ positions in left-to-right order. This is a common operation in text editors, for example. This can be implemented in O(log k) worst-case time per element, due to the fact that the node labels have the heap property (Definition 2.1).
We illustrate how to produce an iterator that returns them in right-to-left order; left-to-right order can be obtained by building the augmented position heap for the reverse of the text. The positions of nodes on the indexing path X take O(1) time to check. If P = X, then the descendants of X might also have to be returned in left-to-right order. Keep a priority queue on the topmost nodes of the subtree of X whose positions have not yet been returned. Because the positions have the heap property (Definition 2.1), the minimum position is among these nodes. Initially the priority queue has X in it. Each time a new position is asked for, the minimum index i in the priority queue is returned, and the positions in the children of the node containing i are inserted to the priority queue. Since Σ = O(1) and the size of the subtree is O(k), the size of the priority queue is O(k), and extracting i and inserting its children takes O(log k) time.
Building the Position Heap in O(n) Time
Each time a node is added to the position heap, its parent must be located so that it can be added as a child. The reason the above algorithm for constructing the position heap from the root does not take O(n) time is that indexing from the root to find this parent at each iteration is not an O(1) operation.
The strategy
Indexing into the heap from the root is not the only way to find the parent of the new node at step i. Let X i−1 be the node added at step i − 1, let the first letter of T i be b, and let X i be the node added at step i.
This suggests the idea of searching upward from X i−1 instead of downward from the root in order to find the parent Y of the new node at step i.
Since Y can be much shorter than X i−1 , the upward search might have to proceed through a large number of nodes on the path from X i−1 toward the root before Y is reached. However, the new node at step i, bY is then much shorter than the node, X i−1 , inserted at the previous iteration. The cost of the operation is proportional to the decrease in depth from one iteration to the next. What makes the approach more efficient than the above approach is that depth of the new node inserted at successive iterations can grow by at most 1 from one iteration to the next, by Lemma 7.3. This allows us to amortize occasional large costs incurred in iterations where the depth decreases by a large amount over many iterations where the depth slowly builds up again at the rate of one per iteration.
The argument is the same as that for a stack with a multipop operation described in the chapterAmortized Analysis in the textbook [12] .
Implementation
The following lemma is the basis of the claim that the depth in the tree at which the algorithm works must build up again slowly if there is a sudden large and costly decrease in the depth.
Proof: Every suffix of T that has P as a prefix results in a new node of the tree that is either a proper prefix of P or that has P as a prefix. Since P does not occur in the tree, it is not a prefix of any node in the tree. Therefore, the number of suffixes of T that have P as a prefix, hence the number of occurrences of P , is bounded by the number of proper prefixes of P . ♦ Let us say that a set of S of strings is hereditary if, whenever X ∈ S, every substring of X is also in S. For example, in the final tree, node abaa is labeled with position 13 of Figure 4 . Its substrings aba, baa, ab, ba, aa, a, b, and the empty string are all nodes of the position heap; they are labeled with positions 10, 12, 5, 6, 11, 2, 3, 1, respectively. Proof: Let us show this by induction on the length of T i = t i t i−1 ...t 1 . The lemma is trivially true for H(T 1 ), which has only one node, the empty string. Otherwise, we adopt as the induction hypothesis that the nodes of H(T i−1 ) have the hereditary property. Since H(T i ) differs from H(T i−1 ) only by the addition of a node X, H(T i ) can only fail to have the hereditary property if some proper substring of X fails to be a node of T i . This can't be the case if ||X|| < 2, since λ is a node of H(T i ). Suppose ||X|| ≥ 2. We can then write X as aX ′ b. The parent of aX ′ b is aX ′ , hence it is a node of H(T i−1 ). Since aX ′ is longer than X ′ , X ′ is a node in H(T i−2 ) by the induction hypothesis. Also, X ′ b is a prefix of T i−1 , and since X ′ is a node of T i−2 , X ′ b is either added at step i − 1 or is already a node of T i−2 . In either case, it is a node of H(T i−1 ). We conclude that aX ′ and X ′ b are nodes of T i−1 . By the induction hypothesis, every substring of aX ′ and X ′ b is a node of T i−1 , hence of T i , and these are every proper substring of the new node X = aX ′ b. ♦ This hereditary property is not shared by arbitrary instances of Coffman and Eve's data structure, as the node labeled 9 in Figure 1 is the string abba, but its substring bba is not a node of the tree. It is not even true when the keys are the suffixes of a text T when they are not inserted in ascending order of length. Figure 5 gives an example. Lemma 7.3. For 1 < i ≤ ||T ||, if X i−1 is the node inserted at step i − 1 and X i is the node inserted at step i, then ||X i || ≤ ||X i−1 || + 1.
Proof: Let a denote the first letter of T i . X i−1 is the shortest prefix of T i−1 that is not already a node of H(T i−2 ) and X i is the shortest such prefix of aT i−1 = T i . Let b denote the last letter of X i . Then X i can be written as aY b for some string Y .
To insert a node to the position heap, we must find the parent. Since inserting the node after the parent is found takes O(1) time, the only obstacle to getting a linear time bound is repeated indexing into the position heap to find the parent of each node to be added. We must use an alternative method to find this parent. The idea of our O(n) alternative method is given in Figure 6 . At step i − 1 = 14, we add X i−1 = ababa as a new node. At step i = 15, we must add the shortest prefix of H(T i ) that is not already a node of the position heap. Let a denote the first letter of T i .
If the string a does not already occur as a node of the position heap, then it can be added as a child of the root in O(1) time.
Otherwise, as in the proof of Lemma 7.3, the new node must be aY b for some prefix Y b of the node X i−1 added in step i − 1, where b is the character occurring ||aY || + 1 positions into T i .
Below, we show how to find, for each such prefix Y of X i−1 , whether aY is already a node of the position heap, and if so, to return a pointer to it, in O(1) time apiece. We try this on all proper prefixes of X i−1 in descending order of length until we find the first. In the figure, we let Y take on the sequence of values (abab, aba, ab, a), whereupon it is discovered that aY = aa is already a node of the position heap, and since the concatenation of a and ab is not, aa is the longest prefix of T i that is already a node of the position heap. We have found the desired parent of the new node. The new node, X i = aY b, is added as its child of aY on an edge labeled with letter b.
This does not give an O(1) bound to add each node of the tree. However, we can amortize the variable costs, showing that they sum to O(n) over all iterations.
The reason the cost of step i is not O(1) is that we might have to try many prefixes Y of T i−1 before we find the one such that aY is already a node of the heap. Let the decrease in depth denote the difference ||X i || − ||X i−1 || of the depth of the node added at position i − 1 and the depth of the node added at position i. If this is negative, call it an increase in depth. If at step i, we try k i prefixes before finding Y such that aY is already a node of the tree, then we spent O(k i ) time on the step, and ||X i || = ||aY b|| = ||X i−1 || − (k i − 2). The decrease in depth is k i − 2. The first two prefixes take O(1) time, so the time spent at step i is O(1) plus the decrease in depth. By Lemma 7.3, the depth can increase by at most 1 at each iteration, so the total increase in depth is O(n) over all iterations. The total decrease in depth can't exceed the total increase in depth, which means that over all iterations, the total decrease in depth is O(n). Therefore, the total time spent by the algorithm is nO(1) + O(n) = O(n). It remains to describe how to get an O(1) bound for finding, for each prefix Y of X i−1 , whether aY is already a node of the heap. Figure 7 ).
We continue to refer to each node by its path label X in the position heap, even when considering it as a node of the dual. Equivalently, each node of D(T ) is denoted by the sequence X of labels on edges from the node to the root of D(T ).
It is tempting to think that the dual is just the position heap of the reverse of the text, but it is easily verified that this is not the case. 
Proof:
Because for every node X of H(T ), there is a node X in D(T ), where X is the string of labels from the node to the root in D(T ), every node of H(T ) is a node of D(T ). It remains to show that every node of D(T ) is a node of H(T ). Let X be an arbitrary node of H(T ). By Lemma 7.2, not only is every prefix of a node X of H(T ) a node of H(T ), but so is every suffix. This implies that every ancestor of X in D(T ) is a node of H(T ). There are no nodes on any path of D(T ) that fail to be a node of H(T ). ♦
We implement the position heap and its dual on the same set of nodes, so that each node has both a parent in the position heap and a parent in the dual.
We concurrently construct the position heap and its dual. Suppose that at step i we already have H(T i−1 ) and D(T i−1 ). We show how to update both to get H(T i ) and D(T i ) in O(k i ) time.
When going from H(T i−1 ) to H(T i ), let a be the first letter of T i and X i−1 the node added at step i−1. (Refer to Figure 8 .) The prefixes of Y in descending order of length are the ancestors encountered on the path from X i−1 to the root of the position heap. For each such ancestor Y , we can find whether aY is Figure 6 using the position heap and its dual.
Starting at the previously-added node X i−1 , we find the lowest ancestor Y such that aY is already a node. This is accomplished by traversing ancestors in the position heap, and seeing if they have a child on edge labeled a in the dual. In this case Y is the node labeled 4. Its child on edge labeled a in the dual is aY , the node labeled 5. It is the parent of the new node X i = aab. The last prefix ab tried before Y was found is the longest node of the dual heap that is a prefix of X and has no child labeled a. It is the parent of X i in the dual.
already a node of the heap by determining whether Y has a child on an edge labeled a in the dual. This takes O(1) time, since Y is both a node of the heap and of the dual. We stop when we encounter the first one. By the above algorithm, this takes care of adding node aXb to H(T i−1 ), yielding H(T i ) in O(k i ) time. However, we must also add this node to the dual, which requires locating its parent, Xb, and adding it as a child on edge labeled a. Fortunately, Xb was just the last prefix of Y considered before X was discovered. We already found Xb in the position heap, and since it is also a node of the dual, we have it in the dual. aXb can be added as a child of Xb on edge labeled a in O(1) additional time over what we have accounted for in adding it in the position heap. This gives the following: Lemma 7.6. It takes linear time to construct the position heap of a text T .
Constructing the Augmented Position Heap in O(n) Time
The augmented position heap differs from the position heap in that the nodes are labeled with depth-first discovery and finishing times and with maximalreach pointers. Depth-first search on a tree with n nodes takes O(n) time, so it only remains to describe how to compute the maximal-reach pointers in O(n) time.
Once again, the strategy is to amortize the cost. The approach is virtually the same as it is for adding new nodes: instead of searching downward from the root at each iteration, we search upward in the tree, starting at the node pointed to by a maximal-reach pointer at the previous iteration. Even though this is not an O(1) operation, the cost is proportional to the decrease in depth of the node pointed to by the maximal-reach pointer. This depth can increase by at most 1 from one iteration to the next, allowing to amortize large decreases in depth over many small increases in depth.
Lemma 8.1. For 1 < i ≤ ||T ||, if X i−1 is the node pointed to by the maximalreach pointer of node i − 1 and X i by the maximal-reach pointer of node i, then ||X i || ≤ ||X i−1 || + 1.
Proof: Let a denote the first letter of T i . X i−1 is the longest prefix of T i−1 that is a node of H(T ), and X i is the longest prefix of aT i−1 = T i that is a node of H(T ). Let b denote the last letter of X i . Then X i can be written as aY b for some string Y .
Suppose
To construct the augmented position heap in O(n) time, our strategy is first to construct the position heap in O(n) time using the algorithm from the previous section. As before, we create the array N[], where N[i] points to the node that contains position i, and this takes O(n) time by trivial methods. We then add the discovery and finishing times and the maximal-reach pointers on a second pass, in O(n) time.
We find and test each prefix by starting at X i−1 in the position heap and ascending through ancestors until we find the first one, Y , that has a child on edge labeled a in the dual heap. This child, aY , in the dual is the node to which node i must point.
The analysis of the linear running time is the same as it is for linear-time construction of the position heap. The current depth is the depth of node X i in the position heap. The first two prefixes of X i−1 take O(1) time to check for a child on edge labeled a in the dual heap. Each additional prefix takes O(1) time to check, and decreases the current depth in the position heap. Call this the variable part of the time spent at position i. By Lemma 8.1, the current depth can increase by at most one per iteration. The initial depth is at most 1, since T 1 has length 1. The total decrease in depth can therefore be at most one greater than the total increase in depth, which is O(1) per iteration, hence O(n) overall. The sum of the variable parts of the times spent at the different iterations is therefore O(n). We therefore get the following: Lemma 8.2. It takes O(n) time to construct the augmented position heap for a text T of length n.
Updating the Position Heap when the Text is Edited
When a block of characters is inserted to or deleted from a text T , the position heap must pass through a series of steps in which it is a trie, but has some things wrong with it that must be repaired in order for it to be the position heap of the new text. The goal of this section is to give algorithms for Delete and Insert, which update the position heap when a block of text is deleted from or inserted to the text T .
Since the text is no longer static, it is no longer convenient to label a node of the position heap with its position number in the text; when a position is deleted, the position numbers of all letters to its left decrease by one. To avoid having to update the position-number labels of all those nodes, we instead label the nodes with position pointers to the positions of the text. This requires us to define the analog of the heap property when pointers, rather than integers, are used. Definition 9.1. If p is a pointer to a position in T , let T p denote the suffix of T that begins at p. If X is a node in the trie with a pointer to a position of T , let p(X) denote this pointer. The trie has the heap property if whenever Y is a child of X, p(Y ) is to the left of p(X) in T . The pointer p(X) is correctly placed if X has an occurrence at position p(X), that is, if X is a prefix of T p(X) .
The constructive definition of the position heap (4.1) remains unchanged, except that each time a position is inserted, the new node is labeled with a pointer to the position, rather than its position number.
It will be convenient to look up the corresponding position-heap node given a pointer to a position in the text T . This is accomplished by labeling each position p of the text with a pointer N (p) to the node of the position heap that points to it. This serves the same function as the array N [] in the static case. To avoid the need to mention this pointer each time we move a pointer in the position heap, we will define the operation of moving a position p from one node to another in the position heap as including the operation of making the pointer N (p) point to the new node.
The following lemma is useful for establishing that a procedure for updating the position heap after an edit operation on T has correctly produced the position heap for the modified text. 1. H has the heap property; 2. Every position of T is pointed to by at most one pointer p(X) for some node X in the trie;
3. Every position of T is pointed to by at least one pointer p(X) for some node X of the trie; 4. For every node X, p(X) is correctly placed.
Proof: By induction on the number of positions inserted by the naive construction algorithm. ♦
Deleting or inserting a block of text in T
The workhorses of the algorithm for updating the position heap after insertion or removal of a block of text are Remove and Add. Below, we explain how they work, but for now, we define the problems in terms of their preconditions and postconditions so that, for the time being, we can make calls to them in our implementation of Delete and Insert. • An additional input to Remove is a node X that contains a position pointer to be removed from the set of position pointers in the trie. It removes the pointer without disrupting the heap property, without otherwise changing the set of position pointers in the tree, and without creating any new violations of property 4 at any position pointers.
• An additional input to Add is a position pointer to be inserted to the trie. The position pointer must not already occur in the trie. It correctly places the pointer to without disrupting the heap property, without otherwise changing the set of position pointers in the tree, and without creating any new violations of property 4 at any position pointers.
A call to Remove or Add must update a variable h that gives the current height of the trie.
Implementation requires shuffling position pointers in the tree in a way that is familiar to anyone who has studied heaps. Details are given below. In the meantime, given the problems solved by Remove and Add, we can now explain the main procedures of the section, Delete and Insert, in terms of calls to Remove and Add.
The Delete procedure updates the position heap when a block of characters is deleted from the text so that it is the position heap of the new text. • Call Remove and Add, using the modified text, on the h − 1 characters that lie to the left of the deleted block.
• Using Remove, remove the position pointers to the deleted characters.
The reason for the second step is illustrated in Figure 9 , where, for ease of understanding, the positions are identified with their position numbers in the original text, rather than with position pointers. The figure depicts the situation that arises when Delete is performed on just a single character, the one at position 10.
Each position p that is correctly placed is stored at a node X that has an occurrence at position p in the original text. Position 11 is not involved in the edit, but it is no longer correctly placed because it is stored at abb. The occurrence of abb previously at position 11 no longer occurs, because the first b of it has been deleted at position 10. Therefore, position 11 is no longer correctly placed. Therefore, Delete calls Remove and Add on position 11 so that it is correctly placed, without creating any new incorrect placements. All such un-edited positions that become incorrectly placed as a result of an edit lie within h − 1 positions to the left of the edited position, because h − 1, being the height of the tree, is the maximum length of the string that must occur at a position in order for it to be correctly placed. Let us call these h − 1 positions the affected positions; they are not edited by the edit operation, but their placement in the heap is nevertheless affected by the edit. 1 Lemma 9.5. Delete is correct.
Proof: Initially, no pointer to the right of the edited position is incorrectly placed, since the naive algorithm inserts these in the same way, whether it is operating on the unedited or edited text. As explained above, an incorrectly placed pointer to the left of the edited positions must be among the h−1 affected positions. The pointers to the block of positions that have been removed are also incorrect.
Each Figure B ). Since position 11 resides at node abb, position 11 is supposed to be an occurrence of abb. This is no longer the case, because the deletion of position 10 removes the first b from this occurrence. Position 11 is no longer correctly placed, and this is fixed with a call to Remove, followed by a call to Add that correctly places it using the new string ( Figure  C) . Similarly, position 12 is no longer correctly placed and this must be repaired in the same way ( Figure D) . If no node is a string that is longer than h, there can be no more than h − 1 positions to the left of the edited position that are affected in this way. this step, the trie adheres to all four properties of Lemma 9.2, so the modified trie is the position heap of the modified text. ♦
The Insert procedure updates the position heap when a character is inserted to the text. Definition 9.6. Implementation of An algorithm for Insert • Using Add, insert position pointers to the b new characters into the trie.
• Let h be the current height of the trie.
• Call Remove and Add on the h − 1 characters that lie to the left of the inserted block.
The proof of correctness of Insert is identical to that of Delete; it is essentially the inverses of the sequence of calls to Add and Remove in Delete.
Algorithms for Remove and Add
We now give algorithms for the Remove and Add operations, which remove or add a single position pointer to one of the intermediate tries during a call to Delete or Add. The Remove operation is illustrated in Figure 10 .l Definition 9.7. Remove on position p. The position p must be removed from the node X that contains it in the current trie. Though a pointer to X is given by N (p), it is convenient to find the path from the root to X by indexing into T p , where T is the text before the edit operation. This text is known from the new text and the edited block, which are both known by the call to Delete or Insert that calls Remove. This gives the depth of X if X is not the root.
Removing p leaves X with an empty position pointer. This must be filled without violating the heap property. This can be accomplished by finding the child Y of X whose position pointer into T is rightmost, and promoting (moving) that position pointer to the parent. This, in turn, leaves an empty position pointer at Y , which may be filled recursively, ending at a base case where the node is a leaf, which is deleted.
To update the record h of the height of the trie, we assume that Remove and Add jointly maintain a list that gives, for each depth, a count of the number of nodes at that depth. The counter at the depth of the removed leaf is decremented, and if this counter goes to 0, it is removed from the end of this list and the variable h is decremented.
The Add operations is illustrated in Figure 10 .
Definition 9.8. Add position p. If p is the position pointer to be inserted, we index on T p until we can't index any farther, or else a position q to the left of p is found.
If we cannot index any farther, let X be the last node on the indexing path. We create a new child Y of X reachable on letter ||X|| + 1 of T p and store p in it. Figure 10 : Using the Remove operation to remove the pointer to position 4 from a position heap. Removing the pointer from its position-heap node leaves the node with an empty position pointer. This is filled by promoting the position pointer of the child whose position in T is smallest (rightmost), in this case the pointer to position 5, to the empty parent. The child is now empty, and it is filled recursively. As a base case, the empty node is a leaf, and it is deleted. The only change to the shape of the tree is the deletion of a leaf.
Otherwise q must be pushed down to preserve the heap property. Let X be the node that contains q. The push-down operation is accomplished as follows. As a base case, if X has no child Y reachable on character ||X|| + 1 of T q , then such a child is created and q is stored in it. If Y exists, the position pointer r in Y is pushed down recursively, and q is stored in Y .
To update the record h of the height, increment the counter for the number of nodes at the depth of the new leaf, and increment h if the new leaf is the first node at that depth.
Use of splay trees for representing dynamic texts and other lists
When T changes dynamically, we can no longer assume that the characters of T are in an array. For completeness, we specify a straightforward way to represent a dynamic text in a way that supports array-like operations with a small extra cost. This allows us to generalize what we have developed above without defining too many new operations.
In particular, we use what we could call a dynamic array abstract data type, which supports the following operations on ordered lists.
• makelist(v): Create a new dynamic array of length 1 containing a single element, v;
• join(L 1 , L 2 ): Join dynamic arrays L 1 and L 2 , returning the concatenation L 1 L 2 ;
• split(L, v): Given element v in dynamic array L, split L into two dynamic arrays, L 1 consisting of the part of the array up through v, and L 2 consisting of the part of the array following v;
• L[i] Return the element currently in position i of L;
• i(L, v): Given a pointer to element v of L, return its current position number i in L;
Sleator and Tarjan show how to implement makelist in O(1) time, and join and split in O(log n) amortized time [13] . The data structure is based on splay trees, which are binary trees whose represented list is given by their inorder traversal. To obtain the bounds, every time they traverse a path in the tree, they perform a splay on the path. This consists of a set of rotations that alter the shape of the tree without altering the represented list. Their operations traverse the path from v to the root, without affecting the O(log n) amortized bound.
The textbook [12] shows how to implement the last two operations of the abstract data type in time proportional to the path from the root to v in their chapter, Augmenting Data Structures. The idea is to label each node x with size(x), which is the number of nodes in subtree rooted at x. Let l and r be the left and right children of the root. To look up L[i], if i ≤ size(l), recursively Figure 11 : The Add operation performs the inverse of Remove. To add the pointer to position 4 back in, index into the tree on T 4 = abba until a node X is encountered that has a larger position label. In this case, X is the node with a pointer to position 5 in it. This pointer is pushed down to the child reachable on the letter ||X|| + 1 of T 5 . Since ||X|| = 1, this is the letter a at position 2 of T 5 = aaba. This makes it necessary to push down the pointer to position 8 recursively. As a base case, the pointer (to position 12) is pushed down to a new leaf. The only change to the shape of the tree is the addition of a new leaf.
find L[i] in the left subtree, if i = size(l) + 1, then L[i] is at the root, and if i > size(l) + 1, recursively find L[i − size(l) − 1] in the right subtree. As always, the path traversed by this operation is splayed. During a rotation, it is easy to update the size labels of the nodes involved in the rotation in O(1) time, using the size labels of their new children after the rotation. This gives the following: Lemma 9.9. On the dynamic array abstract data type, the makelist operation takes O(1) time, and each of the other operations takes O(log n) amortized time.
Corollary 9.10. Given two elements v and w of an instance L of the dynamic array abstract data type, and another instance L 2 of the dynamic array abstract data type, the following take O(log n) amortized time:
• Determine which of v and w is earlier in L by looking up i(L, v) and i(L, w);
• Remove the segment of L between v and w, yielding two dynamic arrays, what remains of L and a dynamic array consisting of the removed section, by splitting L before v and after w, and joining the two dynamic arrays on either side of this section;
• Insert L 2 in L starting at position i, by splitting L before position i and concatenating the three dynamic arrays;
The data structure for the dynamic version of the position heap is identical to that of the static version, except that the dynamic array data structure is used to represent the text, rather than an array of characters, and instead of a position number, a node of the position heap has a pointer to the node of the dynamic array data structure. The position in memory of a splay-tree node never changes, even though the shape of the splay tree that represents it may, so the position pointers from the position heap do not have to be updated during a splay operation on a path. Above, we say that there must be a pointer from each position p of the text to the position-heap node that contains p. This pointer can be stored as the label N (p) on the corresponding splay-tree node in the representation of T .
To obtain amortized bounds, we assume that the text T starts out as the empty string, and evolves through a series of insertions and deletions. The time bound is amortized beginning at this starting point.
A time bound for the naive query algorithm on the dynamic position heap
In this subsection, we examine the effect of the new implementation on the time bound for the naive query algorithm given by Definition 5.1.
• Index into the position heap to find the longest prefix X of P that is a node of H(T ). For each ancestor X ′ of X (including X), look up the pointer p into T stored in X ′ . This is a pointer to an occurrence of X ′ in T . Determine whether this occurrence is followed by P − X ′ by calling T [i(p) + ||X ′ ||], T [i(p) + ||X ′ || + 1], . . . , T [i(p) + ||X|| − 1] to find the substring of T that follows this instance of X ′ , and comparing this with P − X ′ .
• If X = P , also report all positions stored at descendants of X.
Recall from Lemma 5.3 that, in the static case, the position heap takes O(min(m 2 , mh(T )) + k) time.
Lemma 9.11. The naive query algorithm on the dynamic position heap takes O(min(m 2 , mh(T )) log n+k) amortized time, where m is the length of the query string, and k is the number of occurrences of it in T .
Proof:
For each ancestor X ′ of X, it takes O(||X|| log n) amortized time to traverse the first ||X|| characters of T p(X) , comparing them with X. Since the height of the tree is O(h(T )), there are O(min(m, h(T )) ancestors of X. Multiplying the number of ancestors by the time spent at each ancestor gives O(min(m 2 , mh(T )) log n) time for these steps.
If X = P , that is, if P is a node of the position heap, it also takes O(k ′ ) time to return the k ′ pointers in the subtree rooted in its subtree, each of which points to an occurrence of P . There are O(k) of these, so they take O(k) time to return. ♦ Proof: For Remove, we must descend along a recursive path, identifying at each node the child that can be promoted without violating the heap property. This is the child whose pointer into the text T is rightmost in T . Comparing two pointers to see which is rightmost requires O(log n) amortized time by Corollary 9.10, and it takes at most |Σ| − 1 such comparisons, which is O(1) comparisons, since we have assumed that Σ is O(1). Promoting a pointer p takes O(1) time to move it to the parent, and O(1) time to change the pointer N (p) at position p of the text so that it points to the new node where p resides. The height of the tree is O(h), so the total time is O(h log n), amortized. It takes O(h) time to update the counts of the number of nodes at each level, and O(1) to update the pointer N (p) to the node that contains p.
For Add, we must find the node where the new position p must be added. This requires indexing in on T p until we cannot index further, or else a node is found that contains a pointer q that lies to the left of p in T . Indexing requires looking up each successive character of T p . This takes O(log n) amortized time per character. At each node X on the indexing path, we must determine whether the position q at the node lies to the left of p, which takes O(log n) amortized time by Corollary 9.10. Since the height of the tree is O(h), finding the node where p must be added takes O(h log n) amortized time.
We must now analyze the time for the push-down operation. At each node X, we know ||X|| because we found it by starting at the root, and each child is one character longer than its parent. We look up the pointer q in X in O(1) time, find the character ||X|| + 1 in T q in O(log n) amortized time by using the L[] operator on the dynamic array implementation of T , and find the child of X reachable on that character in O(1) time. Moving a pointer p from parent to child and updating N (p) to reflect the move takes O(1) time. The total time for push-down is O(log n), amortized, at each position on the push-down path, which has length O(h). ♦ Lemma 9.13. Delete on a block of b characters takes O((h(T ) + b)h(T ) log n) amortized time, where T is the text before it is edited.
We perform a Remove and an Add on h − 1 positions to the left of the edited block, where h = O(h(T )) is the initial height of the tree. Since Remove does not increase the height of the tree, and Add increases it by at most 1, the height can grow by at most h − 1 during these operations, so it remains O(h(T )) throughout these steps. By Lemma 9.12, these h − 1 operations take O(h(T ) 2 log n) amortized time.
To remove the defunct positions in Delete takes b calls to Remove. Since a call to Remove never increases the height of the tree, the tree has height O(h(T )) throughout this step. The b calls to Remove on these positions takes O(bh(T ) log n) amortized time. ♦ 
A dynamic implementation of the augmented position heap
Recall that the additional features of the augmented position heap are a labeling of the nodes with maximal-reach pointers and discovery and finishing times.
Discovery and finishing times
In the static case, the discovery and finishing times are integer labels from 1 to 2n, where no two discovery/finishing labels are equal. The only purpose of these is so that we can compare two discovery times or two finishing times to find which is earlier; this is used in the test of whether one node is an ancestor of another. To support this operation on a dynamic structure, we consider discovery and finishing of nodes to be events, and create an event list using the dynamic array abstract data type described above. Instead of being labeled with integers to represent the discovery and finishing time, a node is labeled with two pointers into this list, one to its discovery event and one to its finishing event. This provides all of the functionality of the discovery-and finishing-time labels of the (static) augmented position heap, but at a cost of Θ(log n) amortized time per comparison, rather than O(1).
We must update the event list when the topology of the tree changes. Recall that the only effect of Remove or Add on the topology of the trie is the removal or addition of a leaf. If the leaf is removed, we remove its discovery and finishing events from the event list in O(log n) amortized time, using the leaf's pointers to these two events. If a new leaf Z is added to the tree, we must find where its discovery and finishing events must be inserted to the event list. Since Z is a leaf, its discovery and finishing events must be consecutive in the event list. If Z is leftmost among its siblings, they are added immediately following the discovery event of its parent. Similarly, if the new leaf is rightmost among its siblings, they are added immediately preceding the finishing event of its parent. Otherwise, they are added immediately following the finishing event of the sibling to the left. The correctness of this placement follows from the order in which nodes are visited in a depth-first search. When Z is inserted, Add has found the path from the root to Z, so the parent is known. It therefore takes O(1) time to find the parent or left sibling of Z, and then O(log n) amortized time to insert the new events.
Remove and Add on the augmented dynamic position heap
Let us say that a trie is an augmented trie for a text if it satisfies properties1 and 2 of Lemma 9.2 and its discovery-and finishing-event list is correct. It might not satisfy properties 3 and 4, and some of its maximal-reach pointers might not be correct.
If X is a node of an augmentedtrie, let us denote its maximal-reach pointer by m(X). The position pointer p(X) of X is the position pointer corresponding to m(X) and vice versa. Recall that m(X) is supposed to point to the node of the trie that is the maximal prefix of T p(X) that is a node of the trie. Let us say that m(X) is correct if it satisfies this property.
A corresponding position pointer and maximal-reach pointer must reside at the same node, so when a position pointer is promoted (moved from child to parent), or pushed down (moved from parent to child), so must the corresponding maximal-reach pointer. When a position pointer is removed from the trie, so must the corresponding maximal-reach pointer. The asymptotic cost of performing these operations on the maximal-reach pointer is subsumed by the cost of performing them on the position pointer. When a call to Add inserts a new position p to a node X, it must insert the maximal-reach pointer to X. The node that it must point to is found by indexing as far as possible into the trie on T p(X) ; it must point to the last node on this path. This takes O(h log n) amortized time, where h is the current height of the trie. This is subsumed by the O(h log n) amortized cost of Add, as described above, for the un-augmented dynamic position heap.
An new issue arises in managing the maximal-reach pointers during a call to Remove that does not arise in managing position pointers. A call to Remove changes the topology of the trie by removing exactly one leaf Z. Let P be the parent of Z. Let q and m be corresponding position and maximal-reach pointers, respectively. If m points to Z, then Z ceases to be the maximal prefix of T q that is a node of the trie; the next smaller prefix, P , is now this node. Since Z is a descendant of the node occupied by m, this issue only affects maximal-reach pointers at ancestors of Z. Since Remove finds the path from the root to Z, we add a step that checks each node Y on this path to see if m(Y ) points to Z, and, if so, changes it to point to P . This requires traversing O(h) nodes, and at each, performing an O(1) operation. This O(h) cost is subsumed by the cost of Remove, as described above, for the unaugmented heap.
The issue also affects a call to Add, which changes the topology of the trie by adding Z as a child of P . Let c be the letter that labels the edge from P to Z. If m(X) initially points to P , then P is a prefix of T p(X) . If Z = P c is also a prefix of T p(X) , then m(X) must point to Z, not P , in order to be correct in the new trie. Since P is a prefix of T p(X) , this only happens at ancestors of P . We add a step to Add that traverses each node X on the path from the root to P , determines whether m(X) points to P , and, if so, whether the character ||P || positions to the right of p(X) is c. If it satisfies all of these conditions, then m(X) is changed to point to Z. Looking up the character ||P || positions to the right of p takes O(log n) amortized time using the dynamic array implementation of the text, for a total of O(h log n) amortized time, which is subsumed by the cost of Add given above. Finally, m(Z) is set to point to Z.
Let us call the operations of Add and Remove that carry these additional steps Add2 and Remove2. Since the cost of all additional operations performed in Add2 and Remove2 are subsumed by the cost of operations in Add and Remove, we get the following:
Lemma 10.1. The time for a call to Add2 or Remove2 on a trie of height h is O(h log n), amortized.
The additional operations in Add2 and Delete2 allow us to add the following preconditions and postconditions to them, in addition to the ones that apply to Add and Remove (Definition 9.3.) 1. For Remove2, the additional preconditions are that the event list is correct for input trie but that some maximal-reach pointers may be incorrect. The additional postconditions are that the event list is correct for the modified trie, that the maximal-reach pointer corresponding to the removed position has also been removed, and that no other maximal-reach pointers have been made incorrect by the operation. 2. The additional preconditions for Add2 are also that the event list is correct for the input trie, and some maximal-reach pointers may be incorrect. The additional postconditions are that the event list is correct for the modified trie, that the maximal-reach pointer corresponding to the inserted position is correct, and that no other maximal-reach pointers have been made incorrect by the operation.
Delete and Insert on the augmented position heap
To modify Delete and Insert for the augmented position heap, we make them call Remove2 and Add2 in place of Remove and Add. Like the position pointers, the maximal-reach pointers corresponding to the h − 1 positions to the left of the edited position can become incorrect, even though they correspond to positions that were not edited. The reason is exactly the same as it is for the position pointers. The maximal-reach pointer associated with a pointer q is supposed to point to the longest node Y that is a prefix of T q . This node can be a string of length as long as h. Since q is within h − 1 positions of where T is edited, Y may no longer be a prefix of T q after the edit.
However, by the preconditions and postconditions of Remove2 and Add2, calling Remove2 followed by Add2 on the h − 1 positions preceding the edited position suffices to repair this problem at each of these positions without creating any new problems with position pointers or maximal-reach pointers at other nodes.
Since the asymptotic time bounds of Remove2 and Add2 are the same as those of Remove and Add, the analysis of the running time of Delete and Insert is unchanged when it operates on the augmented position heap. This gives the following, by Lemmas 9.13 and 9.14. Proof: This is obtained by reexamining the proof of Lemma 6.6 in light of the fact that the use of dynamic arrays causes some operations that previously took O(1) time to take O(log n) amortized time. These are determining whether a node Y is a descendant of a node X, which takes O(log n) amortized time: we look up whether X's discovery event precedes Y 's and X's finishing even follows Y 's in the dynamic-array implementation of the event list. This is accomplished with the i() operator on dynamic arrays. This contrasts with the O(1) time these comparisons take when the discovery and finishing times are implemented with integers. We must also determine whether a known occurrence of a string X i is followed by a letter b. The position of the occurrence and the length of X i gives the position of the next letter. Looking up this letter is accomplished with the L[] operator on dynamic arrays, which takes O(log n) amortized time instead of the O(1) time it takes on an array implementation of the text. There are O(m) of these operations, for an O(m log n) amortized bound for them. Any remaining occurrences of the query string are reported by traversing the subtree rooted at the query string, which takes time proportional to the number of positions in this subtree. ♦
